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"FORC'D INTO
AN INTEREST''
High Church Politics
and
Feminine Agency
in the
Works of Mary Astell
William Kolbrener

n the past generation, Mary Astell's place as a proto-feminist has been solidly established.' This is not to say,
however, that her credentials as a model for contempo
rary feminism have not themselves been seriously questioned. As
Catherine Gallagher has observed, the "Tory Feminism" of Astell's
Some Reflections on Marriage of 1700 entails a strange hybrid of radical

' For the recent consolidation of Astell's reputation, see Hilda Smith, Reason's Disciples
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1982); Ruth Perry, The Celebrated Maty Astelh An Early
English Feminist (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986); and more recently Patricia
Springborg's important editions, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies (London: Pickering & Chatto,
1997), and Mary Astell, Political Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
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gender insights and right-wing Tory politics.^ Similarly Catherine
Sharrock has pointed to the failure of AsteU's feminism "to support its
own revolutionary insights." Though acknowledging the "complemen
tary ex-change between AsteU's Tory and proto-feminist positions,"
Sharrock nonetheless demonstrates howAsteU's "conservative values"
serve as "delimitations" of her proto-feminist agenda.^
The languages ofpassive martyrdom borrowed from contemporary
Tory and Jacobite poUtical argument into the sphere of domestic
relations, however, reveal not only the limitations, in contemporary
terms, of AsteU's feminism, but also the extent to which AsteU's poUtical
and theological commitments informed, in her context, a very
specific—^perhaps even radical—conception of the feminine. Which is
to say, the feminine passivity advocated in Some ^flections as weU as in
her A Serious Proposal to the ladies of 1694 does not merely represent a
proto-feminist faUure to elaborate fuUy a conceptual framework for a
genuinely modern feminine subject. From the perspective of AsteU's
own context, her pose of both poUtical and domestic passivity ex
pressed an aUegiance to a culture of authenticity manifested in the figure
of the Martyr Charles I, as weU as a critique of a newly emergent
poUtical and economic culture. AsteU's development of her own
feminine—though perhaps not fuUy feminist—subject,derives from her
rejection of what J. G. A. Pocock has caUed a newly emergent latitudinarian culture driven by commercial interests, or whatJohn Brewer has
more recentiy termed the "culture of commodity." Despite AsteU's
advocacy of passive obedience within the contexts of both courtship
and domesticity, the feminine subject of her early tracts emerges as a
figure who nonetheless represents a refusal of the values and the
conventions of her contemporary culture.
Critical discussions of AsteU's attitudes toward gender have
naturaUy centered upon her Some Reflectionsand her eatRei Serious Proposal
to the Ladies. Although the two tracts provide the obvious and primary
focus for her discussions of questions of gender, her later poUtical

^ See Gallagher's "Embracing the Absolute: "The Politics of the Female Subject in
Seventeenth Century England," Genders1988 (1): 24—39.
' Catherine Sharrock, "De-ciphering women and de-scribing authority," in Isobel Grundy and
Susan Wiseman eds., Women, Writing, History 1640-1740 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1994), 122. See also in this light,Joan M. Kinnaird, "Mary Astell and the Conservative
Contribution to English
Journal of British Studies, 19 (1979): 53-79
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tracts, particularly those written toward the end of the Occasional
Conformity Crisis of 1702 to 1704, reveal the extent to which Astell's
conception of both politics and feminine agency would evolve. For just
as the tracts on gender entailed a meditation on the political and
theological issues of passive obedience (Patricia Springborg may not be
far off the mark in claiming that the true concern of the Some ^flection
is politics and not marriage), so the political tracts of 1704 themselves
became, however indirect, meditations on the question of feminine
agency.'^ Of course, Astell's writings on the Occasional Conformity
Crisis entailed her own intervention in a relatively minor episode in
British political history. Yet these tracts, particularly hct Moderation Truly
Stated and her Enquiry into the Causes of the Civil War (both of 1704),
provide a qualification of the Jacobite pose of passivity, withdrawal, and
martyrdom elaborated in he^ earlier writings, providing, as well, a new,
indeed more modern, conception of the feminine subject.
Not only that, but Astell's 1704 writings evidence the extent to
which the languages of Jacobites and High Churchmen (which had
habitually appropriated and transformed the registers of their dissenting
antagonists) were themselves transformed under the pressures of
politics and historical circumstance. AsteU and her High Church
contemporaries were masters of appropriation, always looking for the
oppormnity to re-inflect the polemical vocabularies of their antagonists,
and Astell's tracts of 1704 are no exception. Yet these tracts evidence
such a strong dependence upon the polemical and political languages of
her opponents that the very integrity of her High Church positions
threatens to collapse altogether. If the excesses of a Skinnerian
methodology have sometimes lead to the supposition of an overly rigid
typology of discourses, then Astell's own appropriations and vacillations
of 1704 reveal the extent to which her own High Church languages
were themselves inflected—even compromised—by the language of her
opponents. As Pocock has suggested in relation to an earlier phenome
non in the history of ideas, the languages of contradictory and compet
ing political discourses, sometimes begin to "penetrate one another."
That is, discourses, sometimes "polyvalent," are not always hermetically
sealed and self-contained, but change under the pressures of circum-

* Astell, xxviii.
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stances.^ Out of what Pocock might term the penetration of Astell's
High Church discourses by whig languages of interest emerges—^how
ever ambivalendy—a new conception of feminine agency. Against the
backdrop of her earlier writings, particularly her A Serious Proposal, the
arguments of her later tracts—and their ultimate departure from the
traditional registers of High Church conservative argument—come more
clearly into focus.

^ "Innocent, Charitable,
and Useful Business" ^
Astell's conceptions of feminine agency in A Serious Proposal were not
only informed by her embrace of High Church political doctrines of
passive obedience, but also through an implicit allegiance to the Stuart
culture of authenticity and metaphysical integrity that her contemporary
latitudinarian—or whig—culture had betrayed. The extent of Astell's
allegiance to this culture only becomes fully explicit in the tracts of
1704, but even in the earlier tracts, it was the integrity embodied in the
institution of Stuart Kingship that supplied the standard by which the
conventions of courtship and marital domesticity would be measured.
While republicans would invoke a culture of virtue as a means of
providing a benchmark of cultural authenticity, for Astell, it would be
the culture represented in the figure of the martyred King that would
inform her attacks upon contemporary relations between men and
women. Throughout the 1690s, the B^ihon Basilike would become a
rallying point for Jacobite and High Church claims for cultural
authenticity. Thomas Long in 1693 would hail the Eikon as revealing
a total identification between image and reality:
The whole Book was but a Transcript of his Life, which
answer each other as Face to Face; as Philo in the Life of
Moses, such as his Words were, such were his Deeds; as in a
Musical Instrument aU was Harmonious and Uniform, his

' Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1985), 232,
15.
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Heart and Mind was seen in his Actions, and his Actions
expressed in lively, charming, pious, and powerful Words.'^
Long thus praises Charles and the Eikon for embodying an essential
integrity where "Words" and "Deeds," "Heart" and "Mind," and
"Actions" and 'Words" are all "Harmonious" and "Uniform."^ For
Long, as he continues in a more philosophical register, the "Kings's
Image and Superscription" is an "express Image of his Royal Soul,
which as the Philosophers say of the Souls informing the Body is, tota
in toto & tota in qualibetparte." The EiAon thus embodied the essential
unity of internal and external, of Charles' "Mind" and his "charming"
Words.®
When Astell attacks the artifice, hypocrisy, and corruption of her
contemporary culture, it is not from the point of view of republican
languages of virtue, but rather from the institution of Stuart Kingship.
In this sense, as Pocock and others have pointed out, the positions of
republicans (Old or True Whigs) and Tories sometimes overlapped in
their common attacks upon the commercialism of the emergent Whig
culture of toleration.® If Charles represented the confluence of the
internal and the external, the identity between the public and the
private, then the corrupting masculine practices of education and
' Thomas Long, Dr. Walker's True, Modest, and Faithful Account of the Author of Eikon Basikke
Stridly Examined, and Demonstrated to beFalse, Impudent, and Deceitful(LoaAoa, 1693), 56.
' Long's tract was occasioned, it should be pointed out, by the claims which surfaced in 1690
that the Eikon Basikke had not been written by Charles (but by his bishop Gauden), and was
in fact a forgery. For a fiiU account of the controversy over the provenance of the tract, and
the argument that the attack on the tract's provenance entailed an implicit attack on Jacobite
claims for poHtical and cultural authenticity, see my '"Commonwealth Fictions' and
'Inspiration Fraud': The Eikon BasiUke after 1689" in Milton Studies 1999 (37): 161—97.
' As Kevin Sharpe, "The King's Writ: Royal Authors and Royal Authority in Early Modern
England," in Peter Laslett ed.. Culture and Politics in Ear^ Stuart England (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1993), has observed, the "power of the Eikon Basilike comes from its
self-presentation as a text of conscience and its condemnation of rhetoric and politics" (137).
Milton's Eikonoklastes, of course, would dismiss Charles's rhetoric of authenticity, as merely
that, rhetoric—showing the disparity between the King's "fair spok'n words" and his "farr
differing deeds" (Complete Prose Works of John Milton ed. Don M. Wolfe. [New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1959], V. Ill, 346-47). For more on the rhetoric of the Eikon, see Elixabeth
Sherpan Wheeler, "Eikon Basilike and the rhetoric of self-representation" in Thomas Corns
ed.. The Bjyallmage: Bepresentations ofCharles I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999),
22-40.
' Pocock details the critique of commercial culture implicit in the neo-Harringtonian tradition
in England; see
215—232.
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courtship, for Astell, had led to a culture based entirely on the disjunc
tion of these principles, promoting not authenticity, but rather artifice.
Throughout the first part of Astell's A. Serious Proposal, her
advocacy of woman's education, men are continuously represented as
figures of deceit; they are "cheating Hucksters," "Deceivers," "Connivers," and "cunning Enemies."'" For Astell the rituals of courtship,
which dominate the interactions between men and women, represent
a betrayal of Stuart integrity, and a fall into the realms of artifice. In
Some Reflections, "Pretence," "Plot," "Policy," and "Design," are the
mechanisms of masculine artifice that, cleverly concealed by their
practitioners, leave a woman no choice, Astell writes, but to "act a Farce
for the Diversion of their Governours.""
Such a "farce" for AsteU consists in the feminine complicity in the
public acts and rituals of courtship, that is, an agreement to the currency
of the external. While women of the eighteenth century would
sometimes willingly embrace the public personae permitted in new
social and cultural contexts such as the theatre and the masquerade,
Astell would attack any such public self-fashioning. Although, as John
Brewer has argued, the commodified nature of the cultural sphere
encompassed the practices of both courtship and seduction, Astell
would advocate a refusal of the artifice and commodification associated
with the relation between genders.'^ Astell was aware of the "woman
of fashion," as well as the designs and interests of the flattering courtier;
however, she admonished her feminine readers not to entertain the
"degrading thought" that a woman's "best improvement" is "to attract
the Eyes of Men" {SP10). She condemns her feminine contemporaries
who are "content to be in the World like Tulips in a Garden," and "to
make a fine shew and be good for nothing." Astell thus points to the

M'iVjKsteS[,ASeriousProposaltotheLjidies(}-aaAoa,\69'!), 6,21,26,13 (cited within as JP).
For Astell, however, the practices of courtship are merely one arena in which the masculine
propensity to artifice is displayed. On AsteU's analysis of inauthenticity as a more general
cultural principle, see my "Gendering the Modem: Mary Astell's Feminist Historiography,"
The Eighteenth Century 44 (2004): 1-24.
" Mary Astell, Some Elections on Marriage (London, 1700), 62.
" John Brewer, "The most polite age and the most vicious': Attitudes towards Culture as
Commodity," in Ann Bermingham and John Brewer eds.. The Consumption of Culture: Word,
Image, and Olyeain the 17^ and 18^ Centuries, 348,354. For Astell's attack upon commodifica
tion, see Van C.Hartmann, 'Tory Feminism inMary Astell's Bart'lemy Fair,"JournalofNarrative
Technique
(1998): 243—65.
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poverty of representation informed only by the ethos of consumption
and the desire for public display (SP 8).
Enjoining against feminine indulgence in the "artifice" of "fash
ion," and the pursuit of the "Gaities" and "Pageantries" of courtship,
Astell seeks a form of self-representation based not upon external
"trifles," but upon that which would reveal "the calm and secret
Plaudit" of the"Mind," and moreimportantly, the beauty of the "Soul."
Against the contemporary image of the courting woman as a "a
garnish'd Sepulchre, which for all its glittering has nothing within but
emptiness or putrefaction," AsteU proposes her own version of personal
representation in which there is a confluence, as in theStuart precedent,
between external and internal, between exteriors and the beauty of the
soul (SP 13,78,47,24)." Like the "charming" words of Charles, which
express, according to Long, the Royal Martyr's mind and soul, Astell
seeks a mode of self-representation by which the "thousand charmes"
of a woman wiU succeed in reflecting her "lovely Soul" (SP 9).
Women, however, Astell observes, have been distracted from the
task of representing "vertue in all her Charms and native Loveliness."
They have rather imitated the vulgar practices of men, entering a sphere
of courtship defined almost entirely by commerce and its ethos of
competition (SP 62). While the academic retreat proposed by Astell in
the Serious Proposal is figured as a "happy Society," comprised of "one
Body, whose Soul is love," courtship, for Astell is everywhere imagined
as the realm of both competition and conquest (SP 59). Astell does
concede that "a desire to advance and perfect its Being, is planted by
GOD in all Rational Natures" so as to "excite them hereby to every
worthy and becoming Action." Although she further concedes that "to
be ambitious of perfections is no fault," she laments that the divinely
implanted drive for perfection has been misapplied to the private and
vulgar interest of the "pitiful Conquest of some worthless heart" (SP
AsteU's constant reference to the emulation, aspiration, and
conquest of her feminine contemporaries underscores the extent to
which a new culture of commerce and interests had, as Brewer has
" For continuities between AsteU's conceptions and actual practices of Stuart representation
as evidenced in the court masque, see David Norbrook, "The Masque of Truth': Court
Entertainments and International Protestant Politics in the Early Stuart Period," Seventeenth
Century 1.2 (1986): 81-100.
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suggested, come to inform the practices of courtship and seduction.
But if the emergent commercial culture advocated the competitive
pursuit of personal interests, Astell appropriates and transforms the
language of interest as a means to further her own arguments. If only
women, Astell writes, were to acknowledge their "reai Interests," they
would aspire to cultivate the "Vertue" and "natural goodness" of their
internal "Temper," and not pursue "Butterflies and Trifles." In contrast
to the emulation and ambition of women competing for the attention
of men, Astell advocates the pursuit of that "noble and becoming
Ambition," what she calls, in her own almost paradoxical inflection of
commercial languages, "making an interest in Heaven." Astell would
thus rather incite "a generous Emulation to excel in the best things,"
than what she calls the "Trifles" that "every mean person who has but
Money enough may purchase" (SP 4, 9—10,14).
The proposed withdrawal into the enclosure of Astell's academic
retreat would be made possible, against the masculine principles of
commercial interest, by the feminine values of reciprocity and friend
ship. In this context, competition would give way to a charity enacted
between women where "ambition" is permitted, even encouraged, but
harnessed for the purpose of the governing of the passions. Similarly,
the desire for "conquest"~so much a part of the rituals of court
ship—would be here only cultivated for the purpose of rescuing "poor
unhappy Souls from the slavery of Sin and Satan" (SP 58). Interests
may be served, but only, however, through what Astell calls "innocent,
charitable, and useful Business" (SP 53). Love, as Astell remarks in her
Letters Concerning the Love of God of 1695, will make women consider
"Religion" our "Business and Interest."" The proposed community
advocated in A Serious Proposal will be founded upon such a principle,
and, Astell warns, is only for those who
are willing in a more peculiar and undisturb'd manner, to
attend the great business they came into the world about, the
service of GOD and improvement of their own Minds (SP
37; emphasis added).

' Mary Astell, Letters Concerning the Love of God (London, 1695), 269.
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In Astell's appropriation, the "great business" to be pursued in the ideal
cotnmunity of women dovetails with the pursuit of an internal and
divine interest, against the commercial, competitive and private interests
of the world. Throughout a Serious Proposal, Astell transforms the
languages of the material interests of the marketplace—and of court
ship—to inform her own languages of the "great business" of Heavenly
service. By 1704, however, and the full flowering of the Occasional
Conformity Crisis londer Anne, Astell's politicalstrategies would change,
as would her conceptions about proper role of women. Where her early
work had transformed the languages of commerce for her own Stuart
theological and political agendas, her later work show her own
languages accommodating—even perhaps unconsciously inflected
by—the arguments and interests of her adversaries.

^ "111 Arts of Factious Men" ^
For Astell and her High Church contemporaries, the campaign against
Occasional Conformity in three parliamentary sessions between 1702
and 1704 precipitated the need for reconceptualizing older High Church
attitudes toward politics. With the ascension of Anne, the granddaugh
ter of Charles 1, the High Church Party and their Jacobite allies felt the
temptation of a political influence which would put limits on the
growing powers of "Dissent." The BiU against Occasional Conformity,
which did not merely dwell on the technicaUties of the criteria for the
holding of public office, was a means of achieving this end. As
Geoffrey Holmes has written, the two-year campaign for the bill against
what was called in the Commons the "abominable hypodricy" of
Occasional Conformity, "provides a classic example of how religion and
political interest merged." The practice of Occasional Conformity,
Holmes continues, was the means by which less than scrupulous
dissenting laymen had managed to evade the obstacles to civic office.
By taking the sacrament in an Anglican Church once in the
twelve-month period before elections (and obtaining a certificate to
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verify as much from the local vicar), the impediments to public office
were thereby removed.'^
As Astell herself writes in her Moderation Truly Stated,a response to
James Owen's Moderation a Virtue of the previous year, this practice
(which the Bill was meant to uproot) was merely the means by which
issenters tnight "pay a partial Obedience."^*^ 'TDissembling in Matters
of Religion," the "so-called Moderate Churchman," Astell continues,
had professed a "Piety" not to be found in his "heart," but only
reflected in his "Appearance" and adopted for the necessity of "Occa
sion." Nothing but "Hypocrisy," the dissenters had excelled in the art
of dissimulation, and that "merely to serve a turn." By their "mighty
Profession of Religion," they had succeeded in inflicting upon Religion
the "deepest Wounds" in pursuit of their own "Secular Interest" {MTS
33,96). While moderates claimed to occupy a kind of rational space in
the public sphere, Astell argues repeatedly that such supposedly
moderate political personae masked very particular—and indeed, from
her perspective, extreme—^ideological commitments and affiliations."
The deceit that characterized the political modes of dissenters
merely posing as moderates were for Astell symptomatic of the
dynamics of the dominant whig culture—for which we have already
seen parallels in the sphere of courtship in AsteU's earlier Serious Proposal.
Indeed, the strategies of dissimulation in the argument of AsteU's tract
were not merely limited to dissenters in search of political office, but
had become a dominant principle in a more general culture of artifice.
"People are grown too Crafty," she observes, "and to think to gain
them by Candor and noble Usage, is only to expose your self to Injuries
and to aggravate their Crimes." So ubiquitous are the strategies of
deception, placed in the service of interest, she laments, that "one of the
kindest things we can to our selves," is not to give "False Friends" the
"power to hurt us" (MTS 37). AsteU's protest against the "mask of
Moderation," adopted by contemporary dissenters, represents as weU

Geoffrey Holmes, ReSffoii and Party in Late Siuari England (London: Historical Association,
1975), 15-17. For more on the history of the campaign against Occasional Conformity, see
Holmes, The Making of Great Power (London: Longman,!993), 362-63; for Astell and
Occasional Conformity, see Ruth Perry, Celebrated Maty Astell,188-95.
Mary AsteU, Moderation Truly Stated (London, 1704), 13; cited within as MTS.
" See in this regard, Samuel Grascome, The Mask ^Moderation Pull'd Off (London, 1704).
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a protest against a culture increasingly, from her Stuart perspective,
dominated by hypocrisy and fraud.
For Astell, moderate Churchmen had a very particular history
which could be traced to to the 1640s and the regicide. Indeed, the
regicides, as she calls them, "were the Cause of those deplorable
Miseries the Nation so long groan'd under" {MTS 61). Citing the
evidence of Clarendon's recently published "excellent History," Astell
affirms that when those earlier "Dissenters" had
by all the sinister, disingenuous, and righteous Arts that the
Wit of Men could invent, or their Malice and Industry pursue,
obtain'd the Power, they gave a fatal Demonstration that they
wanted not the IF/// to destroy the Church and State (MTS 66).'®
The strategies of contemporary dissenters had their origin in the
"Arts"—the wit and invention—of those regicides who had already
demonstrated their desire to overturn both Church and State. The
condemnation of regicide strategies in this tract parallels the argument
of AsteU's y4n Impartial Enquiry into the Causes ofthe CivilWar of the same
year in which she observes that the "Calamity" of the execution of
Charles is irrevocably linked to the "stratagems" invented by the
opponents of the Royal Martyr. The "lU Arts of Factious Men, their
absurd Lying, hold Scandals," "abject Flatteries f and their "Fetches and Art
in drawing Consequences," were aU means employed by regicides to
"draw Men in."" For Astell, and a Jacobite historiography that
emerged in the Tory polemic against Occasional Conformity, regicide
culture was not merely condemned for its violence, but more impor
tantly for its strategies of representation. The dissembling tactics of
contemporary dissenters were thus linked explicitly, by Astell, to those
modes of political representation and deceit employed to bring down
the King.

"Ruth Perry, CelebraUdMatyAsUil%rpxe% that by 1704 Astell "appeared to know every word
of Clarendon by heart" (195); the influence of Clarendon on the Moderation is indeed
enormous. Although Clarendon himself identifies the artifice of the regicides, it was only in
the polemical debates of the period in which the links between regicide and Whig culturewere
fully asserted.
" Mary Astell, An Impartial Enquiry into the Causes ofthe Rebellion andCivil War (London, 1704),
22,46.
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In her Fair Wc^ with the Dissenters, a response to Daniel Defoe's
Short Ways with the Dissenters (both published in the early part of 1704),
Astell turned to those whom she called Defoe's "great Forefathers" of
the 1640s as a means of imputing the practices of contemporary dissent.
The year 1641 was "never to be forgotten," writes Astell, because the
"great Advocates for what they term Moderation" will "not suffer us to
forget it, since they repeat its Methods every day." In Moderation A
Virtue, Astell elicits the parallel between dissenting doctrine and the
writings of Baxter, Coleman, and Milton (MTS 70 ff.); in A Fair Way,
AsteU observes that as the 1640s "had their Ptyns, Burtons, and Bastwicks," so "we have our Tutchins, Stevens and Defoes."^ The methods
employed in a tradition that led from Milton to Defoe have as their
common denominator a rhetoric based upon artifice and deceit, the
intention of which is the corruption and inciting of a credulous
"Mob."^'
The articulation of the genealogical links between 1641 and
contemporary dissent, a staple of High Church argument, was perhaps
most vigorously argued by Astell's contemporary, Charles LesUe.^ Like

Contemporary revisionist historians have sought to curb the excesses of liberal and Marxist
historiographies seeking continuities between different phases in the English past (and
particularly the respective "revolutions" of 1642 and 1688). Yet, ironically, it was Astell and
her High Church Tory circle who most vigorously argued the coimection between the
contemporary culture of Dissent and that of the regicides in the 1640s. In a certain sense,
some of the most persistent and earliest avatars of what Herbert Butterfield would call the
"Whig Interpretation of history" were the High Church Tory set of the beginning of the
eighteenth century.On the relationshipbetween Whig culture and 1641, see Springborg,^^/^//,
165-66, n. 87. For an account of the historiographical debates, see J. C. D. Clark, Revo/ution
and Rebellion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 6—44; Herbert Butterfield, The
Whi^ Interpretation oJHistory (New York: Norton, 1931). See also, Pocock, Virtue, 232—33.
Mary Astell, A. Fair
with the Dissenters (London, 1704), 20. A LeUer to A Member of
Parliament Shewing the Necessity of Regulating the Press (London 1704), attributed—^probably
incorrectly—to Defoe argued for the regulation of the Press on the grounds of the susceptibil
ity of "the deluded ReadeA to the "Usual Artifices of a Bad Cause." The "Generality of
Mankind," the tract continues as it proffers the cause of censorship, "are scarce able, or at
leisure to detect the false Colours of an Artificial Harangut' (41—42).
^ Astell herself attempted to disassociate herself from Leslie whom she calls a "Furious
Jacobite"; additionally, Ruth Perry, reinforcing Astell's assertion, distinguishes Astell's
"careful and reasoned arguments" from the "rabid" views of Leslie {Celebrated Maty AsteU,
186). Springborg, however, observes, that "so close were the views of Astell and Leslie on
these matters" that she was forced to distinguish herself from Leslie in the subtitle of A Fctir
Wcty as to "ensure that the tract did not suffer the fate of Moderation Truly Stated, taken to be
the work of Leslie {AsteU, 234—35).
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the works of Astell, Leslie's polemical tracts between the yearrs of 1702
and 1704 register the presence of the influence of Clarendon, as they
present their own history of the culture of artifice associated with "the
Meii of Moderation."^ In his New Association, for example, a response
to John Dennis's The Dangers of Priest Craft of 1702, Leslie proclaims
himself as one who remembers what the Dissenters did during the
"Usurpation of Forty Onef by "the very same Pretences which they now
set up." The Modern Whigs, Leslie continues, have far "Out-stripp'd
their Fathers of Forty One...who began not so Early, nor Bare-Faced, nor
with such Assurance."^'' The "slanderous Lyes" and "Calumnies" which
characterixe the present age, Leslie argues in a revised 1703 edition of
the tract, aU claim their origin in the "Exact
which they Pegan in
Forty One."^^
For Leslie, like Astell, the practices of Contemporary Dissenters
and Whigs—"Modern-Whigs and Fanaticki' as he calls them—are
implicated in a history of artifice that could be dated back to the
regicide. There are "No Pretences," Leslie argues, "No Arts, no Machina
tions, no Plots, no Dissimulation, Treachery, False-Promises, Invented Lyes,"
employed by contemporary dissenters that can't in fact be, found "in
former times."^® Beneath what Astell herself would call the "Mask" of
"Moderation," and the ostensibly rational foundations of their doc
trines, Leslie (Uke Astell herself would turn toward eliciting the history
of Modern Whigs and Dissenters, and thus demonstrate their allegiance
to regicide practices of deceit. The stratagems that inform the political
machinations of dissent not only reveal the self-interest their specifically
political arguments, but also the artifice and inauthenticity that
characterize the ascendant political culture in post-Revolutionary
England.^^ Against the standard invoked in the earlier tract on

Leslie provided his own response to Owen's Moderation Vertne in his The WolfStript of His
Shepherd's Cloathing (London, 1704).
Charles Leslie, The New Association ofthose CalkdModerateChurch-men withthe Modern-Whigs and
Fanaticks (London, 1702), 2,17.
Charles Leslie, The New Association With Farther Improvements (LanAon,1703), 15, 20.
^ Leslie, New Association (1703), 20,33
" In Owen's Moderation Still a Virtue (London, 1704), a response to Leslie's The Wolf Stript,
Owen would reject the High Church obsession with history. They "harangue us," Owen
writes, "with tedious Narratives of the late Civil Wars, and the Confusions that Followed; and
they impute all to the present Dissenters." Yet Owen claims, in his attempts to upset the
asserted continuity between the regicides and dissent, most of the contemporary dissenters.
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education, where outward charms are meant to reflect the purity of the
inner soul, in the tracts of the 1704, Astell represents dissenting culture
as one where the public persona of dissent is a function of not the
purity of soul, but rather a mere mask for private interest. The attack
on courtly manners of A Serious Proposal thus finds its parallel—^indeed
its natural outgrowth—^in the polemic against dissent of the following
decade.

^ "Business must be Done" ^
While Clarendon provided an evidentiary standard for authenticity and
objectivity for the High Church historiography of 1702 to 1704, it was
the figure of Charles I—disseminated in the Eikon Basi/tke—that
continued to provide the grounds for Jacobite notions of political and
cultural authenticity. But the assertion of the essential integrity of
Charles's personality—^informing both Astell's historiography and her
analysis of courtship—^was presupposed precisely upon his imagined
withdrawal from the realm of the political.
During the 1690s, against the emergent cult of heroism surround
ing the figure of William III, Charles was characteristically praised for
his passive refusal of the languages of politics and heroism.^^ As Laura
Lunger Knoppers has argued, the cult of the royal martyr removed
Charles from the "contingencies of time" into the realms of the
"mythological and the sacred."^® Marshall's famous portraits of Charles
adorning the various frontispieces of Eikon Basilike (published in
various different editions throughout the century) had set the precedent
by situating Charles in the realm of prayer and personal meditation.^"
As the title page of several editions of the tract emphasized, the Eikon

were "then unborn" (iii). The approach of Edmund Hickeringill, Rector of All-Saints in
Colchester, The Survg of the Earth in its General VilenessandDebauch (London, 1706) was much
simpler as he implored, "Let me hear no more hereafter of Forty One, Forty OnA" (47).
^ On the question of the Williamite hero, see Nigel Smith, "The English Revolution and the
End of Rhetoric," in Kate Flint, ed.. Essays and Studies (1996): 1-18.
Laura Lunger Knoppers, "Reviving the Martyr King; Charles I as Jacobite Icon"in The Fxryal
Image, 263—87.
For the most complete bibUographical account of the Eikon Basiiike, see F. F. Madan, A
New Bibiiograply of the Eikon Basilike (London: Quaritch, 1950).
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was a record of the "King's "solitudes" and "sufferings," certainly not
his public heroism [see figure 1].
The most common of the Marshall portraits was accompanied by
an "Explanation" in which the King repudiated "vain things," embrac
ing rather a "Crown of thorn,"and triumphing"In sadAffliction's Darksom
night' [see figure 2]. William Faithorne's 1690 "Charles I, as martyr,
in prayer" vividly evidences the extent to which Charles himself was
increasingly removed from the trials of history into a purely spiritual
realm of martyrdom [see figure 3]. Richard Perrinchief s 'RoyalMartyr
of 1662 (published several times during the century) thus praises
Charles for his apparent obliviousness to the "Horror, Destruction and
Contempt" at Whitehall and for the "Calm Serenity of his Soul." As
Perrinchief presents him, Charles "kneeled down before the Block as at
a Desk of Prayer, and meekly submitted his Crowned Head to the
pleasure of his God, to be profaned by the Axe of the disguisedExecutioners.'"' In the Jacobite registers of martyrdom and resignation from the
affairs of a corrupted state, the meek submission of Charles is figured
against the profaning actions of the regicides. As Knoppers observes,
the Jacobite faith in Charles after his death imbued his followers with
a "faith in divine providence," while they would reject the pragmatics
of action for a passivity embodied in the Royal Martyr himself.^^
Thomas Rogers's TrueProtestantBridleoi.\()9A,-m^its lamentations
that there "is nothing Heroical and Gallant left among us," and that aU
"that is Puissant and Brave has fled the World," represents a similar
Jacobite refusal of the heroism of political action. While Rogers
acknowledges the conventional heroes of former times, he confesses
himself to be more "ravisht" by the "passive Virtuei' of "Brave Men in
former ages," who "despis'd the World," and indeed were, as Rogers
puts it, "in the World, but not of it." The history of a "Moral Gallantry
founded upon the passive suffering of martyrdom reaches its culmina
tion in Rogers's account of Charles:
But, above all the rest, I am Surprix'd and Amaz'd at the
Victorious Perseverance of our Royal Martyr, who at so great
a distance from the Times of Primitive Tryal, (and under the

" Perrinchief, UJe, 205,237.
Knoppers, "Reviving the King," 264.
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greatest Temptations) carried the same Zeal in his Bosom,
and Sealed the same Faith with his Blood and Dying Confession.

Charles's zeal, of course, manifests itself not in the realm of worldly
action, but in the "faith" of his "Dying Confession." Removed from
the realm of the political, the King's image endures as a testimony not
only to the personal martyrdom of Charles, but to the unified culture of
a prepoHtical world. For Charles, as one Jacobite controversialist had
argued, "died a Martyr"—for the memory of the true "OldEnglandl'^'^
It was this legacy of passive martyrdom and the Stuart rejection of
politics, reflected in both AsteU's Serious Proposaland Some Reflections, that
was the inheritance of the High Church Party at the ascension of Anne
to the throne and at the outset of the Occasional Conformity contro
versy. Though potent in the mythography of the Jacobite imagination,
the image of the martyr Charles and the culture of authenticity which
his Kingship was meant to represent would prove of little practical use
to the High Church cause now confronted, for the first time in a
generation, with the opportunity of political influence. From this
perspective, AsteU's works of 1704 express the need to abandon the
models bequeathed by the Stuart monarch for a new model that would
embrace—^however ambivalently—the emergent languages of politics.
But such strategies not only entaUed embracing a distinctively "political
persona that was foreign to the High Church cause (and that her own
work had done so much to discredit), but they also entaUed a revision
of the gender poUtics articulated in her earUer tracts.
AsteU's advocacy of a poUtics of actions emerges from her growing
wariness about the efficacy of antecedent Jacobite models against the
poUtical strategies of dissenters, and her sense that the reign of Anne
afforded "the Happy Opportunity" to ensure the "EstabUshment of the
Church" {MIS 95). Yet, Anne, as AsteU would write in her Impartial
Enquiry, evidenced unhappy affinities with her Stuart predecessors. For
"no sooner was her Majesty happUy plac'd in the Throne of her
Fathers," AsteU laments, then, "aU the old Clamours are reviv'd, tho she

" Thomas Rogers,^ True Protestant Bridle (London, 1694), 18.
J.Y. Plimouth, Several Evidences ivhich have notyet appeared in the Controversy (London, 1703), 28.
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she has done nothing to Provoke, but every thing to Oblige them!" Her
only fault, Astell observes, consists in her manifesting "too much of the
Royal Martyr's Clemency and Goodness."^' The characteristic expres
sions of Stuart clemency and goodness led in Charles' own experience,
as Astell explains in Moderation Truly Stated, to lamentable results:
Thus King Charles1. was so far from winning upon them, or
obtaining any of his aims, tho' ever so just and generous, by
Condescensions to that Party, or by putting them into Places
of Power and Trust, that notwithstanding the Removes he
made in their Favour, they kept no Promises with him.
Instead of appeasing his political opponents, he only succeeded in
weakening "his own hands" and confirming "their Power." As a result
of Charles's weakness, he "dispirited his Friends," forfeited "the benefit
of his Council" and the "disposal of his Revenue," and then lost "his
very Subsistence," then "his Kingdom, and at last his Life" (MTS 94).
Stuart passivity—expressed through its obliging and credulous
"Goodness"—has always been found, Astell warns, to be "the least safd'
of paths, and the "least to be depended on."
While AsteU praises those "Private Persons" who "may satisfie
themselves in the Grandure of their own Minds," and the "Brave Mind"
who sacrifices his "own particular Interests to Vertue and Honour,"
such Stoic—or Jacobite—declivities are of uncertain merit as a response
to the means employed by dissenters. The "PubUck," Astell cautions,
"must be conducted by other measures": we "are not to expose it to
danger, or suffer it to run a risque on any pretence whatsoever" (MTS
38). These other measures entail forms of action foreign to the Jacobite
models as bequeathed by the Stuart model of passivity. While conced
ing that the opposition has "ways which we cannot, dare not use" (as
she quotes Edward Reyner's caU to the "Sword" in his speech to the
Commons in 1644), she nonetheless concludes that
it would be a Weakness not to be forgiven, did we neglect to
improve this Happy Opportunity, to secure the EstabHsh-

Astfti, ImpartialEnquiij, 61.
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ment, not only from open Enemies, but &om secret Underminers.
Both the explicit caU to arms, and the duplicitous strategies of secret
"Underminers" demand a commensurate response: "If we are still so
easy and supine as to neglect the necessary Measures for our own
Security," she writes, "our Ruin will be owing to our selves" (MTS 95).
Despite Astell's insistent condemnation of political action and
party interests, linked in her works to the inauthentic strategies of deceit
that emerged in the culture of the regicides, in the 1704 tract on
moderation, Astell calls upon her Jacobite colleagues to abandon the
passive languages of providential history, for a more pragmatic politics
of aciion. She thus chastens her fellow "Church of Eng/andM^ea" whom
she describes as the "only easie Folks who let the Opportunities slip
them." Although they "are sanguine enough to depend upon the
excellency of their Doctrine and the Providence of GOD," they do not
care, however, "to push their Fortune, when it is a Question whether
they shall carry it" (MTi" 112). Traditional Jacobite passivity and the
reliance upon the mechanisms of providential history are simply
insufficient—or deemed now inappropriate—to oppose the arts of
"Dissenters and Men of their Faction." For the Dissenters are "a very
formidable Party" and almost certain to carry their resolu
tions—especially since the "Friends of the Church wiU be at no pains,"
and "run no Hazards." Church Men, depending merely on the truth of
their doctrine, and "the Justness and Fairness of their own Aims," are
left to suffer the abuses of "imagining Men," who are able to both
discern their own "True Interest" and "Pursue it." Responding to the
political demands and opportunities of 1704, Astell advocates a policy
foreign to the registers of conventional Jacobite argument: in fact, the
innovation of Moderation Truly Stated lies precisely in its advocacy of
policy—and its acknowledgment of the inevitability of—^in itself
represents a departure from the Jacobite pose of the passivity of
innocent martyrdom.
Indeed in the later tract, what had been traditionally understood as
the principled Jacobite refusal of politics would now be figured as a
failure of political resolve and acumen. If Churchmen "make no
Application," Astell writes.
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and are so afraid of the very Appearance of the Servile
Compliance they observe in other Men, that they can hardly
be persuaded to shew even a Common Civility, to Men of
Interest and Power, whilst the other Party make all the
Courtship and Cringings imaginable. Promising and Under
taking any thing to gain their Favour,

then they cannot expect the triumph of their "Just and Honourable
Cause." Astell's condemnation of the reticence of High Church men
amounts simply to an attack upon their unwillingness to make even the
most minimal concessions to the requisites of politics and "Civility."
"Great men," Astell urges—and here, she herself adopts the compro
mised languages of politics—are in the end "forc'd into an Interest."
The public spirited disinterestedness of "Great Minds," so characteristic
of conventional Jacobite argument, now yields to the demands of the
temporal political moment, for as AsteU asserts, "Business must be
done" (MTT115-16).
Astell's pragmatic advocacy of "Business" and her concession to
"Interest" represents an extraordinary departure from established
languages of Jacobite passivity, indeed from her own arguments of the
earlier decade. While A Serious Proposal refused conventional languages
of commerce, artifice, and interest, Astell here acknowledges that
Churchmen may be "the Children ofUghtP yet the Dissenters are "much
wiser in their Generatiori' in their choice of "Means and Methods" {MTS
116). An amazing acknowledgment! For the concession to dissenter
languages of political artifice—^and "application" to their means and
methods—does not simply evidence Astell's distance from the
parameters of traditional High Church ideology. More than that, it
contains an implicit acknowledgment that the politics of integritas of the
nostalgically constructed prepolitical "Old England" were giving
way—and decisively—to a world governed by political interest.
Yet after the denunciation of Jacobite political failure and the
praise of dissenting strategies of political artifice and interest, the tract
concludes with the customary invocation of the more traditional
Jacobite discourses of authenticity. Declaring herself to having
dispensed with the arguments of her polemical antagonist Owen, Astell
explains that her aim was only "to speak truth impartially" with an
argument that would "please no Party." Returning to the ostensibly
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disinterested registers of High Church argument, Astell condemns those
who pursue "a Petty Temporal Advantage," asserting that it is "the Man
of Conscience and Probity" who is the "best Statesman," and the
"truest Patriot" {MTS119).
AsteU thus shows herself unwilling to forgo completely the models
of High Church and Jacobite authenticity and impartiality: the rhetoric
of the tract is marked by the simultaneous endorsement of "Business,"
and, at the same time, the "Love of Truth and Justice for their own
sake." In this way, the tract balances the languages of business and
interest with the figure of the "Christian Statesman" (a hybrid term
necessitated by the paradoxes of the tract). While the tract reaches its
rhetorical peak in its insistence that Churchmen must embrace the
language of "Interest" to pursue their ends, it concludes with the praise
of the "Christian Statesman" who is "truly Great and Happy" in his
"Wisdom," "Fidelity," and "Integrity."

¥ "More of the Spirit of Q. Elizabeth" ^
Notwithstanding the conventional Jacobite conclusion of the tract,
Astell's 1704 tracts—^in particular het ModerationTruly Stated—represent
a decisive break from the traditional languages of Jacobite authenticity.
In the earlier tract on marriage, for example, much more scrupulous in
its adherence to Jacobite principles of passivity, Astell simply advised
her feminine reader to swallow the "bitter Cup" and submit her
"enlightened Reason" to the "Imperious Dictates" of a "wild Imagina
tion" (despite what she acknowledges to be the "Folly and Madness" of
such conduct) In the 1704 tract on moderation, however, Astell at
once elaborates the conventional notions of passive obedience which
informed Some Reflections, while, at the same time, assenting to a new
language of interest. From out of an ambivalence informed at once by
her continued aversion to what she conceived as a dissenting culture of
artifice and interest, and her desire to pursue what she would come to
call High Church "business," a new conception of feminine agency
emerges. In 1704, not only are Astell's rhetoric and vocabulary inflected

Mary Astell, Some 'Reflections Upon Marriage (London, 1701), 42, 33.
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by those of her polemical adversaries, but her arguments themselves
reflect the agenda of apologists for party, politics, and interest.
During the course of the argument of Moderation Tru^ Stated,Astell
turns to the story of the Book of Esther as a means to counter the
dissenting claims of the persecuting tendencies of the High Church. "I
shall only take notice of so eminent an Instance of Non-Resistance,"
Astell writes as she provides a source for High Church passivity, "and
it is that of the Jewish Church unAct Ahasuerus." For Astell, the "utter
destruction" of theJews "was contriv'd" by means of "the private pique
and malice of a Subject [Haman in the narrative of Esther], who most
notoriously abus'd the Royal Authority, making it a cover to destroy the
King's most faithful and useful Sujects [rzr]." In Astell's account, the
Book of Esther provides a template for the events of the 1640s where
the private interests of the few misled the King as a means of abusing
the faith of the monarch's loyal subjects. Yet even though Haman's
decree against the Jews was unjust, and even though the Jews them
selves had "as much Power as much Reason, as any People," the leader
of the Jews, Mordechai, did not raise a call to arms. But rather, Astell
asks, "What do these Jews do? and "how do they defend themselves?
alas! poor Men, only by Fasting and Prayer" {MTS100).
Thus Astell, in her defense against the claims of dissenters,
emphasizes the passivity of conventional Jacobite political response.^'
Mordechai, Astell writes, adopting the sardonic tone and perspective of
the dissenters, was merely "an obedient slave." Changing her tone to
reflect a shift to a conventional Jacobite perspective of passive
obedience, Astell observes that Mordechai "was not for Plots and
Combinations of any sort," and "he did not care for entring upon any
Rebellion himself," but rather abstained "for Conscience sake." In
Astell's prose, Mordechai thus stands as an antecedent—^and a
masculine one at that—for Jacobite modes of "Non-Resistance" (ArnS"
100).
Turning away from the defense of the Jacobites to an explicit
attack upon the "plots" and "Scandalous Stories" of the Dissenting
"Cabals and Parties," Astell once more invokes the Book of Esther. In
this context, however, it is not to defend the passivity of Jacobite

" Defoe's Short Ways was of course presented to emphasize the ostensible violence of the
ffigh Church party.
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principals, but rather to excoriate the opportunism of the dissenters
(MTS 111). For this, the model is not Mordechai, but the feminine
heroine—or antiheroine—^Esther. William GreenhiU's sermon before
the Commons in 1643 provides the proof that Dissenters have always
been the "ablest men" and made the "most of Preferment." In
GreenhiU's argument, which AsteU cites, it is Esther who provides the
model for pragmatic action:
"When Esther was advanc'd," says Greenhil, "She would not
lose her opportunity; She went in to the King altho' contrary
to Law. She wiU have the liberty of the People; and
head ojf, and venture her Life to accompHsh it." (MTi 112).
Esther's initiative—^independent, opportunistic, and unlawful—^is
figured in AsteU's account as providing the Old Testament antecedent
for the dissenting opportunism that had its origin in the civil war. But
despite the specific association of Esther with the parliamentarian
GreenhUl, the ostensibly negative account of Esther's opportunism
immediately precedes AsteU's extended meditation on the High Church
faUure to take "their oppormnities." Though in the expUcit register of
the tract, Esther and the opportunity she pursues are rejected as a
species of commonwealth artifice, in the context of what foUows,
Esther, who did "not lose her opportunity," provides the very model of
a poUcy of opportunism that the High Church itself should emulate.
Though the expUcit argument of the tract celebrates the passivity of
Mordechai, the tract's impUcit argument is that the High Church should
be less Uke Mordechai, and more like Esther.
Although the advocacy of an opportunism foreign to Jacobite
models is submerged within AsteU's highly complex and ambivalent
historical citations, her more expUcit refusal of the models of poUtical
engagement bequeathed by the Royal Martyr Charles is registered
elsewhere in her work of 1704. Indeed, the turn away from the
precedent of Charles entaUed the construction of a new notion of
authority—not one based upon the passivity of the Martyr King, but
upon the "Power" of the reigning Queen Anne. For AsteU in 1704, the
precedent is not the spirituaUzed passivity of Charles I, but rather the
resolution and strength of EUzabeth I who emerges as the true
antecedent for Anne. Just "as the Reformation was compleated in the
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Reign of Her Glorious Predecessor Queen Eli;(abeth" Astell intones,
"so Unity both in Church and State may be the Blessing that Posterity
shall derive from the more Glorious Reign of Queen^««i?" (MTS118).
Indeed, in her Impartial Enquiry of the same year, Astell confesses
that the current monarch has "left us nothing to wish, but that she had
less of K. Charles, and more of the Spirit ofQ.
(emphasis added).
Anne's future power, AsteU argues, would be based upon an abandon
ment of Charles's masculine model of effeminhied authority, and a
return to an empowering feminine authority inspired by the spirit of
EHzabeth. Though the Bishop of Salisbury, Gilbert Burnet would later
represent Elizabeth as a model for toleration, for Astell, there may have
been causes for the "Felicity" of the reign of Elizabeth, but "her
Magninomous Resolution and stout Exertion of her Authority were
none of the least."^® Charles I represented the passivity of martyrdom:
the future of England lay with a return to the power and resolu
tion—^what Astell calls the "harder hand"—of Elizabeth (MTJ 94).
While the "ill Designs" and "Artifices" of the dissenters in the 1640s
cost "the martyr his Crown and Life,"Astell writes in a. A Fair Way, that
Queen EUzabeth preserved hers by both "Resolution" and "Firmness."
It would be EUzabeth, the feminine precursor of the martyr Charles,
who would provide the model of authority for an England of the future
governed by Charles's granddaughter, Anne. In the 1706 "Preface" to
Some ^flections,"that Great Queen" Anne is represented as having fully
embodied the virtues and powers of her feminine ancestor, having
"subdu'd the Proud,...Rescu'd an Empire, Reduc'd a Kingdom,
Conquered Provinces," and "chained Victory to her standard." This
represented yet another obvious departure from the argument of A
Serious FroposalvPcdsdsx advocates no greater ambition to pursue than the
"Empire" of one's "own Breast" {SV 58).
Indeed, Anne's appropriation of EUzabeth's conventionally
mascuUne virtues, and, in particular, the turning away from the
effeminized martyr Charles to the resoluteness of Elizabeth may have
provided the preconditions for what Carol Barash terms Astell's
"feminist imperiaUsm." But AsteU's advocacy of such a feminist
imperiaUsm, associated with the "triumph of EngUsh miUtarism" under

Inqrartiat Enquiry, 51; on Burnet and Elizabeth, see Sptingborg,.,4r/«iS; 96, n. 25.
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Anne, remained conflicted, despite the political opportunities that
Anne's reign offered for the defenders of the High Church.^'
For the posture of passive martyrdom defended in Astell's Soffie
^flections (with their residual but explicit presences in the tracts of 1704,
as in her representation of Mordechai) is probably more akin to what
Elisa New has called, in a very different context, "feminist invisibility"
than Barash's "feminine imperialism.'"*" AsteU's scrupulous avoidance
of what New describes as the "ethos of visibility" that characterizes the
passivity of the earlier tract does not merely embody the limits of
Astell's proto-feminism. For in regards to both questions of politics
and gender, the animus toward public politics and the trust in the
providential framework of history entailed an expression of allegiance
to the Martyr Charles, as well as the culture of authenticity that he
himself—and especially his Eikon Basi/ike—came to embody. Astell
never fully abandoned those commitments; in her Moderation, the
conflict between the two sets of commitments and their discourse—and
the cultures that they represent—is most acutely felt. For Astell
remained resolute in her fidelity to the ideal of "Old England" as a
protest against the civic and domestic languages of interest and deceit
that characterized the culture of Dissent, even while pursuing the
"Business" of the High Church cause. For this reason, the path from
feminist invisibility to feminist imperialism was one that Astell would
travel only with great difficulty and ambivalence.
Whether Astell was herself aware of the contradictioris between the
competing languages present in her work—^particularly Moderation Truly
Stated—remains difficult to judge. In any case, the tracts of 1704 reveal
that Astell's High Church strategies of appropriation left her argument
(whether knowingly or not) inflected—penetrated in Pocock's
formulation—by the languages and strategies of her opponents. Under
the pressure of the opportunities provided by Anne's accession to the
throne, Astell's elaboration of a genuine political interest (and not the
"interest in Heaven" of the A Serious Proposal) allowed for the elabora
tion of a notion of agency that would be politically empowering for both
women and Astell's High Church Cause. But the pursuit of interest
" Carol Barash, English Women'sVottry: 1649—1714 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995),
237.
Elisa New, "Feminist Invisibility: The Examples of Anne Bradstreet and Anne Hutchin
son," Common Knowledge 2 (1993), 99-117.
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represented, as well, however, a concession to the compromised sphere
of politics and political representation, inevitably linked in Astell's
imagination with the artifice and deceit of first the regicides, and then
contemporary dissenters.
In this sense, Astell's works may serve as a corrective to those who
dogmatically invoke Skinnerian typologies of discourses as inviolate,
singular, and impermeable. To be sure, Skinnerian method is indispens
able to the study of Astell's texts (to allow for, among other things, the
distinction between AsteU's "Tory" feminist commitments and those
feminisms informed by the emergent languages of rights). Yet the
perspective offered by a single discursive paradigm, and the sense that
such discourses are unresponsive to outside inflection and influence,
may not reveal the full complexity of an author's utterance.'*^ In Astell's
case, in a Serious Proposal, she would transform the languages of
commerce for her own purposes—the "interest of Heaven," and the
cause of Jacobite passivity. Yet the processes of aggressive appropria
tion would gave way, in her later work, to the powers of external
influence and accommodation, as her own languages reveal themselves
to be shaped—if not governed—by those of her polemical opponents.
Indeed, for Astell, being "forc'd into an Interest" entailed the
implicit acknowledgment that notions of cultural and political authority
grounded upon the integritas of Stuart kingship were part of a landscape
receding quickly and decisively into the past. Those in pursuit of their
own interests—even the High Church—^would be forced to acknowledge
that getting down to "Business" meant acknowledging the decisive and
irreversible triumph of the regicides. Such an acknowledgment, for
Astell, amounted to an implicit assent to a contemporary's assertion that
it was no "heinous Crime to be of a Party, since all Societies are distinguish'd by the Word Faction.'"*^ Astell's High Church argument, now
inflicted with terms reflecting the very rhetorical strategies and
arguments of her opponents, would seem to implicitly acknowledge,
that the "Society" of the High Church was simply one "party" or
"faction" among many. This amounted to a recognition of the failure
of the vision of Old England, as well an acquiescence to Whig concep-
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tions of party and politics. For in the future, Astell seems to acknowl
edge grudgingly, the path even to her cause of "Truth and "Justice"
would only be through politics—that is, through adopting the mecha
nisms and artifices of politics and interest.

